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Why Give This Talk?
q “Digital health slow to boot up; Provincial move to electronic
records running year behind; Few benefits to show for
millions spent, critics complain”
Toronto Star Nov. 21, 2005. Tyler Hamilton; Technology Reporter

q “U.K.'s Health-Care Modernization Program Limps Along:
The United Kingdom's ambitious, (multi) billion (pound)
program to use IT to modernize the nation's health-care
system is running into trouble”
Paul McDougall, InformationWeek Oct 24, 2005

q “David More explains how the HealthConnect project has
unravelled over the past six months. Several developments
signal the end of the project and the federal government's
desire to pass responsibility to the states. Dr. More calls for
national leadership to develop a robust, new e-Health plan,
taking into account the lessons learnt from the existing plan's
failure. He argues that failure to do so will obstruct other
goals in health. newMatilda.com 01/02/2006; Australia.
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Why Give This Talk?
q It’s no secret that the majority of RHIOs have had trouble
getting off Square 1…“The work is turning out to be harder
and is taking longer than we originally thought,” said Adams,
CEO of the Rhode Island Quality Institute... “A lot of groups
are going for the details before looking at the bigger picture.
The foundation is getting people to trust each other and
forming a common vision. Those I’ve spoken to want to
immediately get into doing something …but they don’t spend
crucial time getting the community together to talk about
why they’re doing it.” John Andrews, Healthcare IT News, Jan. 1, 2006
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eHealth Progress
in Ontario
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Recognition of Progress in Ontario
q eHealth is a better way to do better things in the health
system.
q In fact, we have come a long way in Ontario.
¨ We have an award-winning telehealth system.
¨ The area of public health has progressed immensely.
¨ There is, gradually, order being impressed on the development of ehealth
systems.
¨ There are at least some strategic, business driven projects, e.g., the wait
time program.
¨ There are multiple health informatics training programs emerging:
Conestoga, George Brown, OIT, York, Centennial, McMaster…
¨ All hospitals are now linked via the SSHA network.
¨ We have some amazing projects underway at various centers.
¨ We have some amazing people in the health system making ehealth
happen.

q But, we have a long way to go, and not everyone is aware
that the journey will be arduous.
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Key Concepts
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Some Concepts

q The Electronic Health Record (conceptually).
¨ Lifetime record of an individual’s health.
¨ Integration of:
• Electronic Medical Record (EMR) – Care Provider’s.
• Electronic Patient Record (EPR) – Hospital’s.
• Personal Health Record (PHR) – Individual’s.

¨ Includes:
• Birth Records.
• Childhood Records: immunizations, school, dentistry, optometry,…
• Adulthood Records: fitness, sickness, risk factors,…
• End of Life Records: …Terminal Care, Death.
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Some Concepts

q Health System Transformation Objectives:
¨ Loose array of variably-stated objectives for improving the
health system:
•
•
•
•

Increased efficiency.
Ability to access and share information.
Improved utilization.
Many other…

q Health Transformation Agenda:
¨ Series of specific government priorities for health system.
•
•
•
•
•

Improving access to family care.
Expanding number of family physicians.
Reducing wait times for key medical procedures.
Launching the Local Health Integration Networks (LHINs)
Preventing illness and promotion wellness.
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Some Concepts

q Superstructural Systems/Components:
¨ Shareable systems and repositories at a provincial level.
¨ Intended as key sources for information under the EHR concept.
¨ Examples: Ontario Laboratory Information System, the Ontario
Drug Benefit system.

q Superstructure Supporting Systems and Components:
¨ Key shareable resources that enable and support superstructural
systems.
¨ Intended as connectivity, transport, integration-support systems
and components.
¨ Examples: provincial health network, secure email, provincial
EMPI
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Some Concepts

q Infrastructural Systems:
¨ Underlying data and information resources.
¨ These support daily operations and capture data.
¨ Examples: LISs, PhISs.

q Business-Driven eHealth Programs:
¨ Programs that are linked to a desired outcome, impact, or effect
on health system processes, patients, providers, funders, etc.
¨ There exists a business objective whose achievement the
program/system will enable or support.

q Strategy re eHealth:
¨ The articulation of specific, measurable business goals, with the
objectives, action plans, and required resources to achieve them.
¨ Business Goal: to improve access in keeping with national
standards.
¨ eHealth Program: Wait Time Information System, EMPI,
integration, accountability management, training, etc.
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Some Concepts

q Canada Health Infoway (CHI):
¨ Federal agency intended (1) to foster and accelerate the
development and adoption of electronic health information
systems with compatible standards and communications
technologies on a pan-Canadian basis, with tangible benefits to
Canadians; and (2) to build on existing initiatives and pursue
collaborative relationships in pursuit of its mission. Currently
funding ON projects via MoH…but seems to be changing.

q Smart Systems for Health Agency (SSHA):
¨ SSHA works with the healthcare sector to enable providers and
patients to: electronically share health information quickly and
securely; and to make better care decisions. It is the ehealth
technology deployment agency of the MoHLTC.
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Some Significant Facts or Beliefs
q Many of the public believe that we already have ehealth/EHR.
q The magnitude of the challenge is wildly underestimated at all
levels.
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨

Needed investment.
Required time.
Impact of legacy systems and lack of data standards.
Limitations of human resources.
Effects of massive dependence on consultants.

q The roles of (theoretical and actual) and limitations on various
agencies are not understood.
q There are many politically-active tech-gurus stirring the pot.
q Most believe that other countries and jurisdictions have got it all
worked out.
q Many think that we know everything we need to know to do it.
q Most don’t recognize that many challenges are human-based.
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A Practical Definition of the EHR
q Users and uses they make of health information define the nature,
content and structure of an EHR.
¨ Groups of users = “user-types”, include patients, physicians, ER professionals,...
¨ “Usage-types” = classes of uses to which a user-type puts info from the EHR.
¨ Example: ER physician doing “unconscious patient triage”.

q No user-type of information from the EHR and/or no use = no point
in having the data there.
q EHR is the repository of a person’s health-related information that
user-types require to do things (usage-types) they need and are
authorized to do for patient, society, or other approved beneficiaries.
¨ Each (user-type, usage-type) pair, e.g., an ER professional performing unconscious
patient triage, requires a specific view of the EHR (i.e., particular data likely in a
particular preferred format).

q The EHR is the aggregated result of all authorized user-types
defining their usage-types and the information required to support
these.
¨ With a structure that allows efficient retrieval and presentation.
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eHealth Projects
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Provincial Projects
PROVINCIAL SUPERSTRUCTURE:
q
q
q
q
q
q

Ontario Laboratory Information System (OLIS).
Ontario Drug Benefits (ODB) system.
Wait Time Information System. [Sep. 28/05]
ePhysician Project and OntarioMD. [AB: June 28/05]
Public Health Information System.
Telehealth Network.

[Mar. 22/06]

SUPERSTRUCTURE SUPPORTING:
q
q
q
q
q

Provincial EMPI.
Client Registry.
Provider Registry.
Network Connectivity and Communications.
Secure eMail.
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Provincial Projects
PROVINCIAL “STRATEGIES”:
q
q
q
q

Diagnostic Imaging/PACS Strategy. [SWO: Oct. 26/05]
LHIN IM/IT Planning.
Continuing Care IM/IT Strategy; eReferral.
EHR. [CHI: Nov. 23/05]

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS AND TRANSFORMATION:
q Report Card.

[Jan. 25/06]

INFRASTRUCTURAL CAPABILITIES:
q “Ready” EHR Feeder Systems.
q Human Resources Capacity.
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Provincial Projects - Detail
q OLIS/ODB:
¨ Purpose – make lab/drug info available across institutions.
¨ Nature – repositories.
¨ Access – viewer or integrated with institutional systems.
¨ Issues:
• Included – not all labs/not all drugs or people.
• Completeness – may lack key data/metadata.
• Interface – viewer access may impact workflow.
• Adoption – major issue; OLIS: separate adoption
project spawned.
• ODB Futures: All Drugs All People.
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Provincial Projects - Detail
q Wait Time Information System/EMPI:
¨ Purpose – track wait times and support accountability.
¨ Nature – information system including EMPI.
¨ Access – viewer or integrated with institutional scheduling
systems.

¨ Issues:
• Included – not entire wait.
• Completeness – can be “gamed”.
• Interface – viewer access may impact workflow.
• Adoption – major issue with viewer.
• EMPI – how will it fit in to regional/provincial picture?
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Provincial Projects - Detail
q ePhysician/Ontario MD:
¨ Purpose – integrate physicians and EMR into ehealth; MD
portal.

¨ Nature – web-based portal, information and communications
resource.

¨ Access – portal.
¨ Issues:
• Included – not clear what is actually being delivered.
• Completeness – will it bring in the EMR?
• Interface – portal.
• Adoption – major issue.
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Provincial Projects - Detail
q Public Health/Telehealth:
¨ Purpose – PHIS: detect and manage epidemics.
– Telehealth: provide distance health services.
¨ Nature – PHIS: information system.
– Telehealth: network, access nodes, management,
communication

¨ Access – PHIS: portal.
– Telehealth: access nodes, Web.
¨ Issues:
• Few issues other than building at an adequate rate on
successes.
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Provincial Projects - Detail
q Superstructure Supporting:
¨ Provincial EMPI: means of linking patient’s records to a common identifier
• Issues: needed for WTIS; how to architect given regional solutions; what is
long-term solution.

¨ Client/Provider/Facilities Registries: database of all “legal” health
system clients, providers, facilities.

• Issues: who owns and maintains; when ready.
¨ Network Connectivity and Communications: connection utility for all
loci of care.

¨ Secure eMail: means for sharing confidential messages and information.
• Issues: who-when; value-added features (e.g., email groups); security level;
authentication; security policies and training.
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Provincial Projects - Detail
q Provincial “Strategies”:
¨ Diagnostic Imaging/PACS Strategy:

how to move to a filmless

environment.

• Issues: overall architecture; rationale for implementing (strategic drivers);
where investment will come from.

¨ LHIN IM/IT Planning: how will IM/IT be handled at the LHIN; role of
institutions vs. LHIN; resources (especially HR and $$); leadership.

¨ Continuing Care IM/IT Strategy; eReferral: enablement of the flows
and linkages among the community, CCACs, hospitals, etc.

• Issues: high value but historically very limited resources; roles of
stakeholders.

¨ EHR: lifetime health information resources for all authorized stakeholders.
• Issues: not well-defined – no stake in the ground; lack of will to properly

define; cost and time massively underestimated; feeder systems’ limitations;
without business drivers (including users-uses) its value proposition is a
challenge.
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Provincial Projects - Detail

A Detailed Look at
HR + eHealth Readiness
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Provincial Projects - Detail
q Human Resources Capacity.
¨ Major challenge.
¨ CHI and SSHA: Need 2,000 HI professionals (NOW!).
¨ Produce only ~100 per year in entire country.
• New Univ./Coll. programs will help, but will take 2-5+ years).

¨ Areas:
• Applied Health Informatics: Key area.
• Research and Development HI: teachers and researchers.

¨ Issues:
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of competency certification standard, process.
Few accessible/affordable education and training programs.
Compensation gap with industry.
Little funding for staff education.
Need for leadership to recognize and take action.
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Provincial Projects - Detail
q “Readiness” of EHR Feeder Systems.
¨ Institutional, community-based, practice-based, etc.
systems that support health system day-to-day operations
and recordkeeping.
• HISs, POSs, LISs, PhISs, etc.
¨ Where data and information is captured.
¨ Determine the availability and quality of data and info.
¨ Issues:
•
•
•
•

Incomplete suites of systems; incomplete data within system.
Legacy technologies and software.
No data standards.
Challenging to integrate with external systems: little experience,
high cost, vendor barriers.
• Lack of fully competent complement.
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Readiness Survey: Background
q Readiness Survey: how developed?
¨ Following 2003 paper “The Road to the Electronic Health Record
for Ontario” , EHR Working Group recommended survey.
¨ Baseline data would inform the HeHC on the readiness of Ontario
hospitals to integrate with an EHR.
¨ Extensive research was performed on current health care IT
Readiness surveys and research.
¨ Survey development began in November 2003. The survey was
launched in March 7, 2005 and closed on April 4, 2005.
¨ 156 surveys were distributed electronically to hospital
corporations in Ontario; 142 responses received: response 91%.
• Significant commitment by the OHA and fully funded by the MOHLTC.
• Personalized letters to Hospital CEOs from OHA President.
• Extensive engagement strategy.
• On-line completion.
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Readiness Survey: Background
q Survey Team Members:
¨ Dan Gordon - President, Praxia Information Intelligence.
¨ Akeela Jamal - Project Manager / Consultant, Praxia Information Intelligence.
¨ Glen Kearns – VP and Chief Information Officer, Grand River Hospital.
¨ Marion Lyver - Physician/Healthcare IT Consultant, SSHA.
¨ Alasdair Smith- Executive Director, Capital Health Alliance.
¨ Paul McAuley - Director, Information Management Kingston General Hospital.
¨ OHA e-Health Team - (Nancy Gabor, Carol MacFarlane, Lan Djang, Martha Murray).
¨ Adam Topp - Senior Associate Consultant, Hay Group.
¨ Dominic Covvey (Chair) - Director, Waterloo Institute for Health Informatics
Research.
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Readiness Survey: Results
q Gathered a baseline understanding of Ontario
hospitals’ Electronic Patient Record (EPR)
capabilities and use in order to:
¨ Compare progress across the province.
¨ Provide input into ehealth development strategies.
¨ Support regional/provincial planners re development of LHINs.
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Readiness Survey: Performance Domains
q

The EHR Capability and Use survey defines performance indicators
in three survey domains:
¨

Level of EPR functional capability and use:

•
•
•
•
•

Patient registration, records management and directory services indicator.
Results reporting indicator.
Order entry indicator.
Clinical documentation indicator.
Information infrastructure indicator.

¨

Level of EPR organizational and human capacity:
•
EPR leadership and planning indicator.
•
EPR skills complement indicator.
•
EPR priorities indicator.
•
Barriers to implementation indicator.

¨

Level of regional/ inter-organizational EHR readiness:
•
Inter-organizational data sharing indicator.
•
Inter-organizational Enterprise Master Patient Index (EMPI) indicator.
•
Interoperability with an EHR indicator.

Functional areas were identified using the HL7 functional model and the
Integrating the Health Enterprise (IHE) interoperability profiles.
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Readiness Survey: Findings
q Results are reported by indicator within each survey domain.
q Results are shown as GAP between hospital’s actual score
and score attainable if organization fully implemented and
used every function within that indicator.
q Results segmented by peer group – teaching, community and
small hospital, and by LHIN
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Readiness Survey:

Community Hospital Peer Group

Results Reporting Capability Gap
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¨ Teaching and Small hospital peer groups have similar characteristics

• Similar variation across hospitals
• Similar variation across indicators
¨ Community Hospital data is a good proxy for understanding all Ontario Hospital performance
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Readiness Survey:

Community Hospital Peer Group

Results Reporting Capability Gap
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Regional Data Sharing
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Readiness Survey: Community Hospital Peer Group - OE
Order Entry
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Readiness Survey:

Regional Variations OE - All Peers
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Readiness Survey: Key Findings
q Areas of small capability gaps:
¨ Patient Registration and Directory Services.
q Areas of moderate capability gaps:
¨ Results Reporting, Order Entry. Clinical Documentation.
q Areas of large capability gaps:
¨ Regional Data sharing, Regional EMPI, Interoperability.
q Use gap is larger than Capability gap.
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Readiness Survey: Key Findings
q Key Priorities identified by respondents:
¨ EPR
¨ Reducing Medical Errors.
q Significant regional variation in EHR readiness.
q Significant variation in IT staffing ratios:
¨ Application support.
¨ Technical/Architect.
¨ Clinical Process Reengineering and Clinical Champions.
q Key Barriers:
¨ Lack of financial support
¨ Staffing shortages
¨ End User Acceptance
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Average Provincial Capability Gap
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Readiness Survey: Using the Results
q Reports released to all participating hospitals and LHIN
CEOs and Board Chairs on Aug. 18/05 with accompanying
communication material.
¨ Now being widely disseminated.

q Data being used for deeper analysis:
¨ Measure market share of hospital LIS systems.
¨ Mapping FHTs to hospitals that electronically share patient data with physicians.

q Leveraging the information to drive the work of the HeHC
and Ontario e-Health Council.
q Advocacy: dealing with disparities between geographic
regions and within peer groups.
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Readiness Survey: Implications
q Historically Ontario has had low levels of investment in ITC.
¨ OHA 2001: estimated 1.6% of op $ in ITC; new ON MoH data indicates ~2.8% (?).
¨ Similar across Canada, but U.S. = 3%- 5% and Knowledge Industries >5%.
¨ Unfortunately, credible evidence of ITC productivity improvement is lacking.

q Currently, most new investment is in “superstructural”
systems: OLIS, ODB, etc.
¨ Only major CHI $ is in SW Ontario.

q But Survey shows result: gap in EHR-related capability.
¨ Gap at all levels for all types.

q Means that “feeder systems” cannot “feed” the EHR!
¨ Garbage (or nothing) in means garbage (or nothing) out!
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Readiness Survey: Implications
q If EHR is to be more than a fantasy or a source of poor or
inaccurate data, then this gap must be corrected.
¨ Not suggesting throwing $$ in to the breach.
¨ Intelligent intervention is required.

q Needed interventions:
¨ Titrate investments versus demonstrated impacts (credible before-after
evaluations) in “rolling” implementations.
¨ Develop evidence of positive impacts (not just predictions) and foster increased
investment.
¨ Stimulate extra-institutional investment in regional solutions.
¨ Reduce number of options and share regionally and beyond.
¨ Address key areas first: the major “feeders”.
¨ Address data standards, interoperability.
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Readiness Survey: Conclusions
q We have a problem at the local level.
q Why we are where we are is possibly debatable.
¨ That we have a significant capability gap is not!

q How we should proceed to address the gap is debatable.
q However, that we must proceed is not debatable!

q Is the EHR just a modern day Holy Grail*?
*an empty cup
q Implemented properly it may be just the cup of tea needed to
enable the realization of our vision of a health system.
q Remember that without the tea it isn’t a cup of tea.
q The “tea” comes from local systems, which have a way to go!

EHR = Empty Health Record?
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Architectural
Concept vs. Reality
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EHR “Architectural” Concept
Users

Great Expectations

Primary Care/Physicians

Continuing Care

Acute Care

Lab Information

Drug Information

Public Health

EHR

Provincial + Local Systems/Information
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EHR “Architectural” Reality
Disappointed Users

Provincial + Local Systems/Information

Primary Care/Physicians

Continuing Care

Acute Care

Lab Information

Drug Information

Public Health

“From Where?” EHR
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High-Level Issues
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Highest Level Issues
q Focus on tactical e-solutions and intolerance to deeply
understanding health system/ehealth challenges we face.
q Lack of a definition of the EHR, while building high expectations.
q Lack, or at least failure to articulate, a strategic basis for much of
ehealth and the EHR particularly.
q Systematic underestimation of the effort and cost required to
achieve real benefit from ehealth.
q Centration on superstructural systems and lack of attention to
ehealth readiness at the local level.
q Lack of MoHLTC champions for some projects and “strategies”.
q Failure to build adequate ehealth HR capacity; excessive
dependence on consultants.
q Byzantine project planning, proposal, approval, initiation,
procurement, contracting, and control processes; non-transparency.
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Interventions
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Interventions

q Create a trusted panel focussed on understanding the big
picture and the health/ehealth/EHR challenges we face.
¨ Use this panel to estimate the true nature and magnitude of the
ehealth challenge relative to desired benefits.

q Conceptualize and articulate a strategic, business-driven
framework for ehealth and the EHR.
¨ Fit all projects into this framework.

q Move all project development into SSHA while resourcing it
properly.
q Develop and fund the transformation of the infrastructural
systems into ehealth/EHR-ready systems.
q Invest in the development of ehealth HR capacity via
universities and colleges.
q Re-engineer MoH processes, introducing flexibility,
opportunities for innovation, adaptability.
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Some (Unsolicited)
Advice
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Some Advice: Perspective of 38 years in HI field.
q Fads come and go…only real difference is amount of $$ and
number of bodies behind them.
q It is immeasurably more important to determine what we
want to accomplish in the health system, rather than
finessing the approach and technologies.
q Vietnam taught the difference between strategy and “war
fighting”.
¨ In Vietnam, America got cold beer and hot music to the
front…but lost the war.

q Strategy means general-ship – leadership.
q Strategy means goals/desired outcomes; projects/systems
are only a means to achieve these.
q The EHR is only the means…not the end!
q Get it right, or the EHR will permanently damage HI and our
credibility.
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Final Words

However beautiful the strategy, you
should occasionally look at the results.
Winston Churchill
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Questions
and Discussion
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